Evaluating of mechanical properties of (silicone/arabic gum/fish hask) composites used as pressure garment prosthetics
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ABSTRACT
The mechanical properties of the silicone/Arabic gum(oliban)/fish hask composites sheets as pressure garment for burn dressing material products were evaluated under compressive, tear resistance, and tensile loading conditions. Against a skin-like material, a silicone/Arabic gum(oliban)/fish husk composites garments had the highest antibacterial properties that isolate the injured skin from the outside polluted environment to prevent infection besides that it help to improve the skin appearance by management the scar growth. It spread the pressure above the large area of skin which include healthy and injured that is will make injured skin to grow as same as normal neighbouring area.
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1. Introduction
The interface between the injured skin and the environment is essential for fit and comfort [1],[2]. The interface is considered the most important aspect of the garment since an injured(with burn skin) will not wear even the most advanced garment if it is uncomfortable [3],[4],[5]. This study investigates the applications of nanocomposites sheets prepared from silicone, obilan and fish shells as a novel material for garment burn dresses[6]. It has several remarkable properties that would address current issues with prosthetic materials [7], [8], [9]. The garments sheets used in this study are environmentally friendly and non-toxic[10]. However, only two reports comparing elastomeric garment sheets material properties have been published[11]. Compressive and shear/friction testing at quite high stress levels was conducted [12].

2. The Material and Method
The addition of the reinforcing materials( obilan, chitosan, fish husk) to the liquid silicone rubber effects on the biomechanical and physical properties of the sheets designed for the production of medical covers[13],[14] or compressive garments to minimize scars and improve the injured skin appearance[15],[16]. Chitosan, obilan and fish husk were added to the recipe at different rates (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12%) and studied the mechanical properties of the recipe[17],[18]. Chitosan and obilan were then fixed at (6%) because they gave good mechanical results, such as high tensile value and acceptable properties[19],[20]. These ratios were then used to test the resistance of the bacteria causing a number of diseases by measuring the size of the bactericide inhibiting region.

3. Results
The structural properties are examined for the prepared chitosan as shown below.
The structure of the chitosan was analyzed by the diffraction pattern and the diffraction angle. The size of the particles was examined using the electronic scanning microscope.

![XRD for prepared chitosan](image1)

**Figure 1. XRD for prepared chitosan**

![SEM test with grain size for prepared chitosan nanoparticles](image2)

**Figure 2. SEM test with grain size for prepared chitosan nanoparticles**
The chemical and structural properties were compared with the US standard specifications according to ASTM F2103-01[20] and showed a good correlation with the physical and chemical standard properties. Effect of addition of chitosan and oliban/fish husk on the mechanical properties of polymeric material. Tensile strength Through fig. (3) we observe increased tensile strength. This is due to an increase in the interconnectivity between the chains of polymer and chitosan. It is noted that 6% gave the highest tensile value.

![Graph showing tensile strength](image)

**Figure 3. Effect of chitosan and oliban on tensile strength**

### 3.1. Tear resistance

The resistance to rupture is influenced by the order of the chitosan and oliban particles on the polymer chains and therefore, the resistance to the rupture is enhanced by the homogeneous distribution of the molecules which increases their adhesion to each other.

![Graph showing tear resistance](image)

**Figure 4. shows the effect of chitosan and oliban on the resistance to rupture**
3.2. Compression

The thickness of the kneading is reduced as the deformation is reduced by increasing the added ratios due to the increased hardness of the kneading and in turn reduces the compressibility when using heavy loads as shown in fig. (5).

![Figure 5. shows the effect of chitosan and oliban on compressibility](image)

The results of bacterial growth for the best knead were obtained

As we used chitosan and oliban/fish husk, which is resistant to the growth of bacteria. We have transplanted species of bacteria that cause dermatitis known as PSYDOMONUS, STAPHYLOCCOCUS and other types of bacteria listed in the table 1. The results of the transplant were shown in the laboratories of the faculty of Pharmacy. As a result of transplantation negative, which showed no growth of bacteria on the contrary, the additives have worked to kill the bacteria grown by measuring the diameter of the inhibition of bacterial growth (Inhibition Zone) when adding Chitosan and oliban/fish husk in their liquid and powder phases each separately and mixed with liquid and powder as declare in fig 9. The results of the bacterial assays were summarized in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chitosan and oliban preparations</th>
<th>Microorganisms</th>
<th>results/ conclusions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan powder</td>
<td><em>Escherichia coli</em>, <em>Pseudomonas aeruginosa</em>, and <em>Staphylococcus</em>.</td>
<td>Effective antimicrobial effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliban powder</td>
<td><em>S. aureus</em>, <em>Staphylococcus epidermidis</em>, <em>P. aeruginosa</em>, <em>C. albicans</em> and <em>Aspergillus niger</em></td>
<td>Antifungal activity increase and increasing masking of the protonated amino groups with functional groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chitosan and oliban preparations | Microorganisms | results/conclusions |
--- | --- | --- |
Chitosan and oliban solution | *Escherichia coli*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, and *Staphylococcus* | Chitosan led to multiple changes in the bacterial gene expression; binding of chitosan to teichoic acid led to death of bacteria |

Figure 9. Results of the bacterial implantation of the two oliban and chitosan in the two phases of liquid and powder and more than a type of bacteria

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The above table shows the high efficacy of the prepared material with the possibility of industrial use in the medical field to match the bacterial tests with the association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) standards and international standards, [13]. The mechanism of action of chitosan recorded in the structure of the bacteria measured above is shown by the presence of charged groups in the structure column of the (chitosan), which carries a positive charge and ionic interactions with the components of the bacterial wall (which is negatively charged). This interaction indicates the hydrolysis of peptidoglycans in the wall of microorganisms, triggering leakage of intracellular electrolytes, leading to the death of microorganisms.

The study of the mechanical properties, which requires the strength of tension, rupture and compressive appropriate to provide a suitable environment for skin growth in the affected area naturally undamaged because the body works to increase blood perfusion as an attempt to repair the injured skin without being controlled growth, distinct from the surface of the skin here, the compression of the pressure sheets is important as it restricts blood flow to the scar area and thus inhibits the growth and enlargement of the scar as well as control collagen synthesis by reducing the supply of blood, oxygen and nutrients. This requires wearing them for a certain period of time, which requires good mechanical properties to allow them to be worn and left on a daily basis without losing their elasticity and compressibility. As for the materials used, it is known medically that it does not cause any sensitivity to the body as natural polymers represented by Chitosan and oliban, known for their medicinal uses and on a large scale as anti-growth of bacteria and fungi[22],[23]. The effectiveness of silicone sheets supported by chitosan and oliban is the increase in elasticity and durability and the potential increase in the levels of moisture in the scars area, isolation from the air bacteria and raise the temperature and increase pressure on the scar, which improves the color of the skin according to size and depth of infection and skin thickness and color. It is also possible to use silicone composites prepared today in many life-saving medical devices such as pacemaker and also in many pharmaceutical applications such as pharmaceutical manufacturing pipes. As mentioned above, we conclude
that the prepared polymeric sheets do not cause any sensitivity or inflammation caused by the growth of bacteria and entering the bloodstream in the humid circles, which is a center for the growth of bacteria. The possibility of preparing the rubber kneading used in the manufacture of anti-bacterial covers and dressings, which helps in the healing of wounds and accelerate the reduction of scars and therefore the process of manufacturing them will be inexpensive because they are available locally. Mechanical characteristics of tensile strength and tear resistance are compatible with the shape of the member to suit the permissible stress, especially at stress concentration points.
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